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The Card of Secret Savory from Seattle contains about 17 different dishes and drinks. On average, you pay for a
dish / drink about $12.5. What User likes about Secret Savory:

I ate in secret savory in May 2022 for a late lunch. it was probably one of my favorite dinners in a long time! the
room is charming, with a lot of space, centrally located in ballard. the dishes were delicious! we ordered the tofu
and pad ew; both were amazing, with great aromen and textures. the portion sizes were also perfect (it filled you

without filling)! the service was also fast and friendly. I would recommen... read more. The restaurant is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the

weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. A visit to Secret Savory becomes even more
rewarding due to the large diversity of coffee and tea specialties, menus from Thailand are prepared here with

the popular spices and (fish-) sauces. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Secret Savory.
Anyone who finds the usual and generally known dishes too ordinary should approach with a willingness to

experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients eat, It's possible to chill out at the bar with a
cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Vegetaria�
GRILLED EGGPLANT $9.0

Sala�
TRADITIONAL JACKFRUIT SALAD $12.0

Mai� Dishe�
RED CURRY

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Curr�
PANANG STRIP LION $17.0

�a� dishe�
PAD THAI

Beverage�
THAI TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Popular
PHAD-THAI $13.0

Salad�
PAPAYA SALAD $9.0

TOFU SALAD $12.0

Appet�er�
TRADITIONAL NORTHERN THAI
SAUSAGE $12.0

MIANG-KHAM $11.0

Soup�
TOM YUM GOONG SOUP $17.0

PULLED CHICKEN SOUR SOUP $13.0

Ingredient� Use�
TOFU

CHICKEN
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